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ABSTRACT

Studies on the Preparation and Luminescence Properties of Cadmium Selenide Quantum Dots, Their Immobilization, and Applications

by

Travis Justin Heath

Quantum dots are semiconductive particles whose properties are highly influenced by the presence of at least one electron. Cadmium selenide quantum dots were synthesized via colloidal synthesis. Contrary to previous preparations, more focus was placed on the temperature rather than the duration of time at which they form. A series of colored solutions were obtained because the excited quantum dots of various sizes emitted specific wavelengths of light. The emission spectra showed that the temperature-dependent quantum dots were successfully synthesized. The quantum dots were also immobilized on various surfaces, and the luminescence properties were examined. The quantum dots that were immobilized in sol-gels through chemiluminescence (CL) analyses were found to be stable and were able to maintain their luminescence properties with extensive uses and long-term storage. Linear calibration curves were obtained for concentrations of hydrogen peroxide from \(1.75 \times 10^{-4} \) M to \(1.75 \times 10^{-2} \) M in TCPO-CL.
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Nanotechnology is the study of material of atomic or molecular scale, more specifically, of nano scale. In nanotechnology one studies the synthesis and properties of particles with a diameter of 100 nm or smaller. This particular field of science has been a topic of interest in recent decades. Much research has gone into synthesizing materials and developing devices to analyze these materials because the main idea behind nanotechnology is to synthesize matter reproducibly and with control on the nano scale. Working with bulk material is becoming more economically challenging. The various types of analysis performed on the bulk material are very time consuming and require more financial support. However, nanotechnology allows one to manipulate the properties of the material. As a result, chemists can overcome the challenges by addressing the issues associated with the bulk material on a very small scale.

Nanoparticles

When studying nanotechnology, chemists focus much of their attention on analyzing materials on the nano scale, also known as nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are particles with diameters of 100 nm or smaller (1). Nanoparticles are aggregates of multiple atoms or molecules. Therefore, they are larger than an individual atom or molecule but are much smaller than the corresponding bulk material. Their sizes affect the material’s chemical and physical properties. In addition, nanoparticles exist in diverse morphologies, including tubes, cylinders, spheres, and core/shell structures (1, 2). The shape of the nanoparticles is based upon how it is synthesized for specific applications. Moreover, nanoparticles have various chemical
compositions. The most common include organics, polymers, silicates, metals, metal oxides, and nonoxide ceramics (1).

Nanoparticles are designed and synthesized for specific applications. These applications are based upon the dispersion medium that contains the nanoparticles, the dispersion state, and the miscellaneous surface modifications involved (1). Some nanoparticles are immobilized into sol-gels and other solid matrices. Other nanoparticles remain dispersed in liquid solutions and can be conformed into gaseous media. The particles can be dispersed individually, or they can be dispersed as ordered structures. Also, the individual particles can form aggregated or agglomerated states. Nanoparticles can also undergo surface modifications and are used in numerous areas of human life. For instance, they have been grafted and adsorbed to surfactants (1) and polymers (3). Thus, nanoparticles have been used in the cosmetic, environmental, medical, and technological fields (1, 4).

History of Nanoparticles

The first concepts of nanotechnology were introduced in the late 1950s by Richard Feynman, a former physicist and Nobel Laureate at California Institute of Technology (5). Feynman noted that working with bulk material was becoming more challenging. Therefore, he looked into working with materials on a nano scale in order to manipulate their properties for the desired applications. He also researched the development of devices that would function on such a small scale. Then, an engineer named Eric Drexler studied these concepts of nanotechnology in greater depth (6). Much research has since gone into improving the properties of nano-scaled devices. All of this research led to the discovery of fullerenes (7), semiconductor nanocrystals (8), and other nanoparticles (9-14).
Fullerenes

The study of nanoparticles began with the discovery of fullerenes, a class of compounds of hollow-caged carbon clusters. Fullerenes are molecules that are composed completely of carbon atoms. They were discovered in the 1980s by Robert Curl, Jr. and Richard Smalley (7) of Rice University in Houston, Texas and Harold Kroto (15) of Sussex University in the United Kingdom. The most abundant fullerene is C\textsubscript{60}. The spherical structure that is identical to that of a soccer ball was designed by an architect named Buckminster Fuller (7). Therefore, C\textsubscript{60} was named Buckminsterfullerene. Curl, Kroto, and Smalley were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1996 for their achievements. After this discovery, carbon nanotubes and onion-shaped structures were synthesized. These structures established a connection between fullerenes and graphite. Alkali metal salts can be synthesized from fullerenes and are used in the study of superconductive materials. In addition, fullerenes are also used in biological and medical applications (7).

Semiconductor Nanocrystals

In the mid-1980s, Louis Brus, a physical chemist at Columbia University, began studying semiconductor particles (8). He began his research by studying how energy flows in molecules in solid material. Laser beams were radiated through the solid material and excited the embedded impurity molecules. As various color changes were observed from the emitted light, property differences between the excited and relaxed states were noted (16). After studying solid materials, Brus focused his research on room temperature solutions. Using semiconductive materials, he excited electrons from the valence band to the conduction band and observed the changes in the band gap energy (17). As Brus collaborated with other researchers, it was discovered that there was a relationship between the band gap and the size of the particles (18).
These particles, also called nanocrystals, were used in further research of smaller semiconductors (19, 20).

In the late 1980s, Mark Reed, a physical chemist at Yale University, also researched semiconductor nanocrystals. He referred to these nanocrystals as quantum dots because they contain some quantum mechanical components (21). Reed wanted to link quantum dots in circuits so that they could be used in computers and other electrical devices. The goal was to produce faster and smaller computer chips and more useful quantum devices.

Other Nanoparticles

Zinc oxide and titanium dioxide nanoparticles have been synthesized and used in sunscreen lotion to protect the skin from ultraviolet radiation (9). In the past, the sunscreen lotion would appear white on the skin. However, with recent developments, the lotion remains colorless on the skin while the nanoparticles retain their sunscreen properties. Both the zinc oxide and titanium dioxide nanoparticles remain on the surface of the skin, where the nonviable skin cells are located, and absorb the ultraviolet radiation. There have been concerns that the nanoparticles adsorb to viable skin cells under the surface of the skin, which could lead to skin cancer when exposed to the ultraviolet light. However, current research suggests that the nanoparticles remain on the outside surface of the skin (9).

Silver nanoparticles have been synthesized and used in fighting bacteria, viruses, and fungi (10). In many cases, bacteria, viruses, and fungi behave similarly. They use enzymes to carry out chemical reactions necessary to produce oxygen gas, which is essential for their survival. Antibiotic drugs have been used to fight against them, but they are becoming increasingly resistant. However, the silver nanoparticles interact with living cells and increase
their antibacterial efficiency. In addition, they destroy the enzymes and suffocate the bacteria, virus, and fungi so that they do not infect the surrounding tissue (10).

Gold nanoparticles have been synthesized and used in the diagnosis of genetic diseases and mutations (11). The gold nanoparticles are attached to the oligonucleotides. The nanoparticles emit light after being exposed to radiation. Through fluorescence analyses, the genetic disease or mutation can be detected and treated immediately. By using gold nanoparticles, simpler instrumentation is involved, and reliable results are obtained (11).

As more research was conducted, other types of nanoparticles were discovered. For instance, liposomes were synthesized and used in both the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries (12, 13). Also, nanoshells were developed, which are spherical particles surrounded by a protective coating. These nanoparticles are used in medicine, particularly in treating cancer (14).

Quantum Dots

One form of nanoparticles studied is quantum dots. Quantum dots are inorganic semiconductor nanocrystals whose electrons highly influence their physical and chemical properties (22). They are synthesized from II/VI semiconductors (23-25). Although they are composed of hundreds and even thousands of atoms, they behave like a single atom (26, 27). Quantum dots are considered to be hydrophobic particles because their surfaces are composed of nonpolar coordinating ligands. However, when coated with a more polar shell, they can dissolve in water (27).

The presence of electrons in both the relaxed and excited states influences the conductivity of the quantum dots. Electrons exist in their ground states in the valence band (8).
When an electron absorbs radiation from an energy source, it jumps to an excited state in the conduction band, leaving a hole in the ground state orbital. As the electron returns to its ground state, it emits energy at a specific wavelength of light (22). Also, the size and surface properties of the quantum dots affect the emission wavelength (8).

Quantum Dot Properties

**Size Properties.** Small quantum dots are not very stable because they have high surface areas per unit volume. Therefore, they have a tendency to grow (8). The size of the quantum dots affects the band gap energy. With larger quantum dots, the energy levels are closer together and require less energy to excite an electron to an excited state. As a result, when the electron returns to its ground state, light of a specific wavelength is emitted (26). Larger quantum dots emit longer wavelengths of light, toward the red end of the visible spectrum, while smaller quantum dots emit shorter wavelengths of light, toward the blue end of the visible spectrum (28, 29). In addition, when they are bound to metals, the quantum dot size influences magnetic behavior and sintering and melting temperatures of the metals. The thermal conduction properties of quantum dots are also influenced. Thermal conductivity is enhanced as the size of the quantum dots increase (1).

**Surface Properties.** The surface chemistry of quantum dots is important as well. Quantum dots enhance catalytic activity because they have a high surface area per unit volume. When immobilized in solid material, the surface areas produce strong interactions between the solid matrix and the quantum dots. For example, when they are immobilized in a polymer, the heat deflection and glass transition temperatures of the polymer are increased, and as a result, the
flammability of the polymer increases. Also, the elasticity of the polymer increases without a significant loss in strength (1).

Quantum Dot Applications

Quantum dots are used in several areas of human activity, such as in the industrial, medical, and technological fields.

**Industrial Field.** Quantum dots are slowly replacing organic dyes used in tissue staining. When comparing quantum dots and organic dyes, researchers examine their optical properties (23, 30, 31). Similar to quantum dots, organic dyes absorb radiation to excite an electron and emit energy as the electron returns to its ground state. However, the use of organic dyes is becoming more challenging for several reasons. For instance, photobleaching can occur with most organic dyes after they have been exposed to light for an extended period of time. As a result, it becomes more difficult to observe cellular processes and analyze fluorescent characterization (23, 26, 32). The colors produced by the quantum dots last for weeks or longer, which provide more time for observation and characterization (23, 33, 34). In addition, quantum dots are replacing organic dyes because they are 10-times larger than organic dyes; this permits them to shine brighter (35). Finally, organic dyes fluoresce at distinct laser wavelengths, and one color is observed at a time. On the other hand, quantum dots emit light of different wavelengths when excited by one wavelength of light (26). Quantum dots will not completely replace organic dyes because fluorescence measurements become difficult when the size- and surface-dependent variables and the decaying behavior of the quantum dots are introduced (27, 36, 37).

**Medical Field.** Quantum dots are used in cancer research (26). One particular area of research is *in vivo* imaging. When cancer cells move in the body, they consume the normal cells
and leave a dark path behind them. Consequently, it becomes difficult to detect where the cancer cells have spread. However, these cells can devour quantum dots as well. As the cells travel throughout the body, they can be seen when exposed to a specific wavelength of light. Also, quantum dots are used in drug-carrier research (35, 38, 39). Researchers have conjugated quantum dots to antibodies to recognize cancer cells (26). Now, they want to develop a successful method to kill the cancer cells. Researchers want to inject quantum dots with specific toxins and protect them with different coatings. They would release the toxin when exposed to a laser light and exterminate the cancer cells upon interaction. The size of the quantum dots could prevent them getting beyond the surface of tissue. Also, the energy of emissions could cause tissue damage (26). Further research is currently underway to understand all this.

Technological Field. Quantum dots are used in the advancement of technology. They are incorporated in more efficient circuit chips and smaller, more powerful transistors for computers (40, 41). As a result, the speed at which computers function would increase, and overheating problems would be minimized. Quantum dots are also found in lasers and sensors. They are highly sensitive and provide high power and great stability with minimal electrical current required. These applications are currently under review in order to improve the functionality of the quantum dots (40).
CHAPTER 2

PROPERTIES OF CdSe QUANTUM DOTS AND LUMINESCENCE TECHNIQUES

CdSe Quantum Dots

Cadmium is a transition metal with an atomic number of 48 and a relative atomic mass of 112.4 g/mol. It forms stable bonds with selenium to produce cadmium selenide, CdSe. CdSe quantum dots, also known as II/VI semiconductors, have been produced via multiple synthetic procedures (42).

CdSe quantum dots have been well-studied due to their numerous attractive properties. For example, they are stable in both liquid and solid states, particularly in sol-gels (1). The sizes of the quantum dots approximately range from 1 nm to 10 nm (43, 44). They emit various wavelengths of light ranging from yellow to red. When exposed to ultraviolet light, they luminesce from blue to yellow (29). When kept in the dark, the quantum dots remain stable for days and even months (43). During this time period, they retain the ability to emit light.

Although these properties are the primary focus, CdSe quantum dots are toxic. Cadmium is a carcinogen, and both cadmium and selenium are toxic by contact and inhalation. Therefore, appropriate protective equipment and proper disposal should always be considered (27, 45).

Synthetic Procedures of Quantum Dots

There are many methods for synthesizing quantum dots. They are categorized as solid, liquid, or gas phase processes. The most popular procedures include vapor deposition, molecular self-assembly, and colloidal synthesis (1).
**Vapor Deposition**

Vapor deposition involves a supersaturated vapor being deposited on a solid surface. A supersaturated vapor is achieved by heating a metal and releasing the vapors into a carrier gas phase that usually consists of oxygen gas. While in the gas phase, nucleation takes place either homogeneously or heterogeneously. Homogeneously, the nuclei grow by collision and condensation to produce the quantum dots (1). Heterogeneously, the vapor is condensed into liquid molecular clusters using additional amounts of the cooled carrier gas and exposed to a solid surface (46). As time elapses, the nuclei grow on the surface and give rise to quantum dots. The vapor deposition method has been used to synthesize a variety of metal oxide nanoparticles, such as titanium (II) oxide and zinc oxide (1, 47). In addition, it has been an inexpensive process used in window glass coating and micro-electronics industries. Researchers have gathered information about the environments in which quantum dots grow and the crucial factors that enhance or limit their growth (40, 48, 49). However, the vapor deposition method is mainly used for coating and immobilizing quantum dots (47).

**Molecular Self-Assembly**

The molecular self-assembly method is a spontaneous process in which the quantum dots are synthesized from molecules. This method is mainly used for creating polymeric nanoparticles from amphiphilic block copolymers. It is dependent upon the block copolymer, the solvent, and the self-assembly conditions (1, 3). Thermodynamically stable nanoparticles, such as metal sulfides and metal selenides, have been synthesized as well. They have been precipitated by reacting surfactants, such as dihexadecyl phosphate and dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl ethanolamine, with an aqueous solution of a metal salt, and a reactant gas (46). With the
molecular self-assembly method, both the size and the shape of the nanocrystals can be controlled. However, the highly toxic surfactants used in this process give rise to environmental concerns (46).

Colloidal Synthesis

Colloidal synthesis is the most popular and most efficient method to produce quantum dots (43). It is simple and can be used to synthesize large quantities of high-quality nanoparticles at minimal costs (50-52). In addition, the shape and size (46, 53) and the rate at which they grow (54) can be controlled quite easily. In a colloidal synthesis, an inorganic compound reacts with organic solvents, such as trioctylphosphine (TOP) and oleic acid (48, 55). The quantum dots are precipitated when a precursor solution is added to the mixture at temperatures ranging from 100 °C to 350 °C (46, 54). To synthesize particles of various sizes, aliquots of the solution can be removed from the reacting mixture solution at different times while being heated. The colloidal quantum dots do not settle out of the solution. Therefore, they cannot be easily filtered (29).

Luminescence Techniques

Numerous analytical techniques have been applied to nanotechnology. Fluorescence and chemiluminescence are the most powerful and widely-used luminescent techniques. With fluorescence, molecules absorb light and become excited. They emit photons of light as the de-excitation process takes place. Fluorescence has a wide linear dynamic range and is highly sensitive and selective. In addition, it is used to for both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Chemists find fluorescence to be an informative yet simple technique.
Chemiluminescence is a luminescent technique in which a species is produced and simultaneously excited by a chemical reaction and emits light as it returns to its ground state. Chemiluminescence can also occur when an excited species produced by a chemical reaction transfers energy to another species and luminesces. This analytical technique is also highly sensitive and selective. The detection limits are dependent on reagent purity, and, consequently, they lie between the parts-per-billion and the parts-per-million range.

Quantum dots are highly fluorescent and can be used in chemiluminescence reactions. Therefore, it is important to understand the luminescence process.

**Principle of Fluorescence**

Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of the most popular analytical techniques used when characterizing quantum dots. Several factors contribute to its popularity. For instance, fluorescence spectrophotometers are highly sensitive due to the relationship between the source radiant power and the concentration of the solution. They are highly selective because only a relatively small number of molecules show significant luminescence. In addition, fluorometric methods provide wider linear dynamic ranges than absorption techniques. Finally, they have better detection limits, specifically one to three orders of magnitude better than absorption spectroscopy (56).

Quantum dots have the ability to emit radiation after it has absorbed radiation. This process is often referred to as luminescence. Luminescence includes fluorescence and phosphorescence. The best method of understanding the luminescence process is via a Joblonski diagram, which is shown in Figure 1 (56).
The electronic ground state of a fluorescent molecule is represented by the bold horizontal lines labeled \( S_0 \). The ground state is usually in a singlet state. The bold horizontal lines far above the ground state represent the second electronic singlet state (\( S_2 \)), the first electronic singlet state (\( S_1 \)), and the first electronic triplet state (\( T_1 \)), respectively (56).

While at room temperature, the fluorescent molecule exists in the various levels of ground vibrational states (\( \nu_n \)), usually at the lowest (\( S_0 \nu_0 \)). All of the electron spins are paired and of opposite spins. When excited by a photon of a given wavelength, one electron is
promoted to an allowed vibronic level of a singlet excited state, whether $S_1$ or $S_2$. This takes place rapidly within $10^{-15}$ to $10^{-14}$ s (56).

As time elapses, the stability of the electron in the excited state decreases, and the electron returns to its ground state via several pathways. For example, vibrational relaxation takes place as energy is released by collisions with the solvent molecules. In addition, energy can be lost through other radiative or radiationless transitions. Through a radiationless transition, the electron can relax from the lower vibrational state of the higher electronic state ($S_2$) to the higher vibrational state of the lower electronic state ($S_1$). This is known as the internal conversion. Here, the excited states are of the same multiplicity. In addition, no energy is lost because as the crossover occurs the potential energies of the two excited states remain equal. Then, vibrational relaxation can occur again to bring it to its ground vibrational state ($S_0$) and emit energy simultaneously through a process called fluorescence. The average lifetime of fluorescence is $10^{-10}$ to $10^{-5}$ s (56). The equation below demonstrates the relationship between the lifetime and the fluorescence intensity:

$$I = I_0 e^{-t/\tau} \quad [1]$$

$I$ represents the fluorescence intensity at time $t$. $I_0$ represents the maximum intensity after excitation. $t$ represents the time during relaxation. $\tau$ represents the lifetime of the excited state (57).

The spin of the electron can change and cause the multiplicity of the fluorophore to change as well. When this occurs, the electron is changing from an excited singlet state ($S_1$) to an excited triplet state ($T_1$). This is known as intersystem crossing, and it competes with fluorescence. As the electron relaxes to its ground vibrational state ($S_0$) from the triplet state, the
emission of radiation is known as phosphorescence. The average lifetime of phosphorescence is $10^{-4}$ to seconds or longer. However, intersystem crossing is less probable because it involves a change in spin state, which is considered a forbidden transition due to quantum mechanical reasons (56).

**Principle of Chemiluminescence**

Chemiluminescence occurs when a chemical reaction produces an electronically excited species that emits light as it returns to its ground electronic state. An example of this type of luminescence is luminol chemiluminescence, which is illustrated in the following equations:

\[
A + B \rightarrow C^* + D \quad [2]
\]

\[
C^* \rightarrow C + h\nu \quad [3]
\]

where A is luminol and B is an oxidant, such as hydrogen peroxide. C and D represent products, and C* represents an excited species of C. $h\nu$ represents the emitted light of frequency $\nu$, and h is the Planck constant (56).

Chemiluminescence can also occur when an electronically excited species transfers energy to another species that luminesces. This phenomenon is demonstrated in peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence and is exemplified by bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl) oxalate (TCPO):

\[
A + B \rightarrow C^* \quad [4]
\]

\[
C^* + F \rightarrow F^* + C \quad [5]
\]

\[
F^* \rightarrow F + h\nu \quad [6]
\]

where F is the fluorophore that accepts that transferred energy from the excited species C* (58).
The intensity of chemiluminescence is based upon the following equations:

\[ I_{CL} = \varphi_{CL} \left( \frac{d[C]}{dt} \right) \quad [7] \]

\[ I_{CL} = \varphi_{EX} \varphi_{EM} \left( \frac{d[C]}{dt} \right) \quad [8] \]

where \( I_{CL} \) is the radiant intensity (photons per unit time), \( \varphi_{CL} \) is the chemiluminescence quantum yield (photons per molecule reacted), \( \frac{d[C]}{dt} \) is the rate of the chemical reaction, and \( \varphi_{EX} \) and \( \varphi_{EM} \) are the excitation and emission quantum yields, respectively. The chemiluminescence intensity decreases as the reagent is consumed over time (56).

Chemiluminescence is becoming more popular for several reasons. For instance, it is highly selective and sensitive. In addition, the simplicity of the instrumentation requires only a reaction vessel and a photomultiplier tube. No wavelength selector is needed because the radiation comes from the reaction between the reagent and the analyte. Because the detection limits are dependent upon reagent purity, the detection limits lie between the parts-per-billion and the parts-per-million range (56).

**Peroxyoxalate Chemiluminescence**

Rauhut and coworkers synthesized and characterized the chemiluminscent properties of peroxyoxalates (56). Oxalyl chloride was reacted with fluorescent organic compounds and hydrogen peroxide to produce chemiluminescence. The reaction between other oxalates, including oxalic anhydrides and substituted phenyloxalates, and hydrogen peroxide were also researched (60, 61). The mechanism for peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence is demonstrated below (58).

\[ \text{Oxalate} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow 1,4\text{-dioxetanedione} \quad [9] \]
\[ \text{Oxygen} + \text{Fluorophore} \rightarrow \text{Fluorophore}^* + 2\text{CO}_2 \]  

\[ \text{Fluorophore}^* \rightarrow \text{Fluorophore} + h\nu \]

After the reaction between the peroxyoxalate compound and the hydrogen peroxide has occurred, the 1,4-dioxetanedione intermediate transfers its energy to the fluorophore. The fluorophore emits light as the excited species returns to its ground vibrational state (58). One of the most widely used reagents is TCPO, shown in Figure 2.

![Chemical structure of bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl) oxalate, TCPO](image)

**Figure 2.** The chemical structure of bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl) oxalate, TCPO

Peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence is widely used for chemiluminescent analyses for several reasons. For example, peroxyoxalates, specifically TCPO, are easily synthesized and are highly stable over a wide pH range. The TCPO chemiluminescence has a wide linear dynamic range, four orders of magnitude of concentration or more. In addition, peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence can be applied to various types of analysis because different fluorophores can be used (62, 63).
Applications of Peroxyoxalate Chemiluminescence

Peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence has been used in analyzing immobilized amino aromatics as fluorophores (64). In the chemiluminescence detection flow cell, Ponten and coworkers immobilized the amino aromatics on various glass bead surfaces. Imidazole was used to catalyze the hydrogen peroxide and TCPO reaction. The best fluorophore was 3-aminofluoranthene immobilized on controlled pore glass beads because the detection limit for hydrogen peroxide was 3 fmol (64).

Peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence has also been used to analyze glucose in urine (63). Williams and coworkers measured the hydrogen peroxide produced via enzyme catalysis of glucose. Glucose reacted with glucose oxidase in a buffer solution. The hydrogen peroxide produced proceeded to react with TCPO and perylene, which was the fluorophore. The linear dynamic range was from $10^{-7}$ M to $10^{-3}$ M hydrogen peroxide. Uric acid could have interfered with the chemiluminescent analysis. However, the buffer solution and the speed of the reaction prevented the interference, and an accurate analysis of glucose in urine samples was achieved (63).

Research Proposal

When synthesizing CdSe quantum dots, most chemists use a colloidal synthesis procedure. It is a simple procedure, and large quantities of high-quality quantum dots are produced at minimal costs (50-52). According to previous research, the colloidal synthesis is more time-based (46, 54). In other words, the precursor is added to the mixture at one particular temperature, and aliquots of the solution are removed from the heat source at different times.
While this method is an efficient way of synthesizing CdSe quantum dots, only a small yield of a specific size can be produced at one time.

Therefore, this called for an attempt to investigate a synthetic procedure that would give a higher yield of CdSe quantum dots of various sizes and information concerning their luminescence properties. To achieve this, the following research proposal was used to guide the studies of the CdSe quantum dots and their luminescence properties:

- Investigate the synthesis of CdSe quantum dots via a temperature-based colloidal procedure.
- Investigate procedures to immobilize the CdSe quantum dots and the properties of the immobilized CdSe sol-gels.
- Investigate the luminescence properties via fluorescence and chemiluminescence of the sol-gel immobilized quantum dots and their figures of merit for possible applications.
CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

This chapter highlights the experimental procedures carried out to synthesize pure CdSe quantum dots and immobilized sol-gels and to establish their luminescence properties.

**Reagents Used**

All of the reagents used were of the highest purity available from commercial sources and were ACS certified. Therefore, no additional purification procedures were required.

1. 98 % Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) purchased from Acros Chemical Company (New Jersey)

2. 99 % Imidazole, 98 % oxalyl chloride, 99 % triethylamine, 90 % trioctylphosphine (TOP), and 98 % 2,4,6-trichlorophenol purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI)

3. 98.9 % Cadmium oxide, 99 % oleic acid, 99 % selenium powder, and 90 % 1-octadecene purchased from Alfa Aesar Chemical Company (Ward Hill, MA)

4. Acetonitrile, cyclohexane, 95 % ethanol, hydrochloric acid (HCl), and 30 % hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA)

5. Deionized water acquired from US Filter Company (Pittsburgh, PA)
Preparation of Stock Solutions

Selenium Precursor Solution

Approximately 30 mg of Se powder was placed in a 25-mL flask. It was dissolved in 5.0 mL of 1-octadecene and 0.4 mL of TOP. The solution was heated to enhance the dissolving process. The solution was stored at room temperature.

Imidazole Solution

Imidazole solution (100 mg/mL) was prepared by dissolving 1.0 g of imidazole in 10 mL of deionized water. The solution was stored in the refrigerator.

Hydrogen Peroxide Solution

The H$_2$O$_2$ solution (1.75 x 10$^{-1}$ M) was prepared by diluting 1 mL of 30 % H$_2$O$_2$ in a 50-mL volumetric flask with deionized water. The solution was stored in the refrigerator.

Synthesis of CdSe Quantum Dots

CdSe quantum dots were first synthesized by following the procedures described by Boatman, Lisensky, and Nordell (29). Approximately 13 mg of CdO was added to a 25-mL round-bottom flask. The CdO was dissolved in 10 mL of 1-octadecene and 0.6 mL of oleic acid. The solution was heated to 225 °C, and 1.0 mL of the Se precursor solution was added. Using a pipettor, 1.0 mL aliquots were removed every 10 seconds and placed in a test tube. As time elapsed, the color of the solution changed from yellow to red, and the size of the quantum dots increased. With this method, the color of the solution changed very rapidly, and, consequently, it was difficult to control the size of the quantum dots. Later the published procedure was modified and found to be just as satisfactory. This modified procedure is described below.
Approximately 13 mg of CdO was added to a 50-mL flask. The CdO was dissolved in 10 mL of 1-octadecene and 0.6 mL of oleic acid. Six different solutions were made and heated to the following temperatures: 125 °C, 160 °C, 195 °C, 210 °C, and 225 °C. Once the solution reaches the respective temperature, 1.0 mL of the Se precursor solution was added. The solution remained under the heat source for 15-20 seconds and was placed in a room temperature vial to prevent further growth of the quantum dots. This method was highly similar to a procedure performed by Shukla and Nigra (65). In that particular synthesis, various solvents of different boiling points were used. The Se precursor was added, and the solution was allowed to reflux. Quantum dots of different sizes were produced as solutions of different colors were obtained, as reported in the literature (29).

Preparation of Working Solutions

Preparation of Quantum Dot Solutions for Linearity Studies

Exactly 20-, 50-, and 100-μL aliquots of quantum dot solution were diluted in 5-mL volumetric flasks with cyclohexane. These samples were ready for fluorescent measurements.

Preparation of Quantum Dot Solutions for Obtaining an Emission Spectrum

Exactly 50-μL aliquots of quantum dot solution were diluted in 5-mL volumetric flasks with cyclohexane. These samples were ready for fluorescent measurements.

Preparation of Quantum Dot Solutions for Immobilization Studies

The decanted liquid of quantum dots left over from immobilization process was diluted with 2.0 mL of cyclohexane. These samples were ready for fluorescent measurements.
**TCPO Solution**

The TCPO solution (7.5 mg/mL) was prepared by dissolving 0.30 g in 40 mL of acetonitrile. The solution was sonicated for 1 hour.

**Preparation of Hydrogen Peroxide Solutions for Linearity Test**

The calibrating solutions were prepared by diluting appropriate volumes of $1.0 \times 10^{-1}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ in separate 10-mL volumetric flasks. Thus, a $1.75 \times 10^{-2}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ solution was prepared by diluting 1.0 mL of $1.75 \times 10^{-1}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ with deionized water. Also, $8.75 \times 10^{-3}$ M, $3.50 \times 10^{-3}$ M, $3.50 \times 10^{-4}$ M, $8.75 \times 10^{-5}$ M, and $3.75 \times 10^{-5}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ solutions were prepared by diluting, respectively, 5.0 mL, 2.0 mL, 200 μL, 50 μL, and 21 μL of $1.75 \times 10^{-2}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ in with deionized water. A $1.75 \times 10^{-3}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ solution was prepared by diluting 2.0 mL of $8.75 \times 10^{-3}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ with deionized water. An $8.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ solution was prepared by diluting 5.0 mL of $1.75 \times 10^{-3}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ with deionized water. A $1.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ solution was prepared by diluting 2.0 mL of $8.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ with deionized water.

**Preparation of the Immobilized Quantum Dots**

Approximately 0.5 g of chromosorb, glass bead, silica gel, and alumina were placed in separate 10-mL beakers. Exactly 1.0 mL of quantum dot solution was added. The mixture was sonicated for 1 hr.

**Preparation of the Sol-Gels and Immobilization of Quantum Dots**

The sol-gels were prepared by following the procedures described by Qingwen et al (66). Approximately 2.0 mL of TEOS, 0.5 mL of 95 % ethanol, and 25 μL of 0.05 M HCl were mixed together in a 10-mL flask. After stirring, 0.5 mL of deionized water was added to the solution,
and the solution was sonicated for 30 minutes. Next, the immobilization of the quantum dots was carried out. For this, 0.8 mL of the quantum dot solution was added and stirred. The solution was placed in a plastic container and covered with parafilm. The parafilm was punctured multiple times with a small needle to facilitate the evaporation of the solvent slowly. The container was refrigerated at 4 °C for 3 weeks and sat in a room-temperature environment for 1 week.

**Preparation of TCPO**

TCPO was prepared by following the procedures of Mohan and Turro (58). Approximately 25 mL of triethylamine was added to a 50-mL round-bottom flask. A distillation procedure was done to obtain 20 mL of distilled triethylamine, and it was cooled to 10 °C. An estimated 300 mL of benzene was dried using magnesium sulfate, and after 1 hour, 250 mL of the benzene was decanted. Exactly 19.8 g of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol was dissolved in 250 mL of the benzene and was cooled to 10 °C. Exactly 14 mL of the distilled triethylamine was added to the mixture, and 5.0 mL of oxalyl chloride was added dropwise while in a dark room. The solution was refrigerated for 24 hours. The treatment of the precipitate produced was modified somewhat. The precipitate was filtered and washed with benzene and petroleum ether. After drying via suction filtration, the white crystals of TCPO were placed in an amber glass bottle where they were not exposed to light.

**Procedure of Measurement**

**Optimization of Imidazole Study**

Exactly 40-, 50-, 60-, and 80-µL aliquots of imidazole solution were placed in 4 separate test tubes. After adding the imidazole, 3.0 mL of the TCPO solution was placed in the test tubes.
A single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots was added to the test tube. Exactly 1.0 mL of 8.75 x 10^{-3} M \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 was added to the test tubes. These samples were ready for chemiluminescent measurements.

**Reproducibility Studies**

Exactly 50 µL of imidazole solution and 3.0 mL of the TCPO solution were added to different test tubes. A single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots was added to the test tube. Then, exactly 1.0 mL of 8.75 x 10^{-4} M \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 was added to each of the test tubes for chemiluminescent measurements.

**Linearity Study Using One Sol-Gel**

Exactly 50 µL of imidazole solution and 3.0 mL of the TCPO solution were added to different test tubes. A single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots was added to the test tube. For chemiluminescent measurements, exactly 1.0 mL of the following \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 solutions: 1.75 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M}, 8.75 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M}, 1.75 \times 10^{-3} \text{ M}, 8.75 \times 10^{-3} \text{ M}, and 1.75 \times 10^{-2} \text{ M} was added to the separate test tubes.

**Linearity Study Using Multiple Sol-Gels**

Exactly 50 µL of imidazole solution and 3.0 mL of the TCPO solution were added to different test tubes. Three sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were added to the test tube. For chemiluminescent measurements, exactly 1.0 mL of the following \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 solutions: 1.75 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M}, 8.75 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M}, 1.75 \times 10^{-3} \text{ M}, 8.75 \times 10^{-3} \text{ M}, and 1.75 \times 10^{-2} \text{ M} was added to the separate test tubes.
Linearity Study Using Crushed Sol-Gels

Exactly 50 µL of imidazole solution and 3.0 mL of the TCPO solution were added to different test tubes. Two sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were crushed and placed in the test tube. For chemiluminescent measurements, exactly 1.0 mL of the following H₂O₂ solutions: 3.75 x 10⁻⁵ M, 8.75 x 10⁻⁵ M, 1.75 x 10⁻⁴ M, 3.50 x 10⁻⁴ M, 1.75 x 10⁻³ M, and 3.50 x 10⁻³ M was added to the separate test tubes.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation for Fluorescence

The fluorescent signals were monitored by the Perkin-Elmer 650-10s Fluorescence Spectrophotometer. In this instrument, a 150 W xenon lamp was the radiation source, and a photomultiplier tube was used as the detector. The sensitivity was set at 1 and both the excitation and the emission slits were set at 2 nm. An excitation wavelength of 400 nm was used for all emission samples measurements. The samples were placed in a quartz cuvette. A schematic of the instrumentation is shown in Figure 3.

Instrumentation for Chemiluminescence

The chemiluminescent signals were measured by instrumentation assembled together in the laboratory. The Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube was a detector, and the American Instrument Company microphotometer (Silver Spring, MD) was used to monitor the signals. They were recorded on the Model 680 Hewlett-Packard, Strip chart recorder. The percent full scale was set on 0.3, and the slit was opened to its maximum width. The samples were placed in micro test tubes. A representation of the instrumentation is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the fluorescence spectrophotometer

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the chemiluminescent instrumentation
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of all the fluorescence and chemiluminescence experiments are presented and discussed in this chapter. The results were used to verify that the synthesis, immobilization of the CdSe quantum dots, and the stated objectives were successfully achieved.

Fluorescence Studies of the Quantum Dot (QD) Solutions

Time-Based QD Synthesis

The time-based quantum dot synthesis was performed according to the procedure (29) previously stated. In this procedure, quantum dots of different sizes were obtained by how long the reaction was allowed to proceed and to remove needed amounts of the quantum dots of given sizes at regular time intervals. Various sizes of quantum dots were thus synthesized, and they emitted light ranging from the yellow to the red end of the visible spectrum. However, only a small volume of the different sized quantum dots were obtained by this method of synthesis. By the time the first 1.0-mL aliquot was removed, the entire reaction solution had turned red, producing the larger sized quantum dots. The time intervals between the removals of different size quantum dots produced were quite small, and one needed to be quick and efficient in carrying out this procedure. This method was therefore inconvenient, and much of the yield was not satisfactory. Therefore, a temperature-based procedure was tried and performed.

Temperature-Based QD Synthesis

The proposed method for synthesizing the quantum dots of different sizes was a temperature-based synthesis. In this procedure, one of the reagents was heated to different
temperatures before the other precursor was added. The reaction was then allowed to proceed to completion. This procedure proved to be just as satisfactory as the time-based synthesis. The size of the quantum dots was better controlled by heating the Cd precursor solution to a particular temperature and then adding the Se precursor solution to it. The reaction was then allowed to proceed for 15-20 seconds. The larger quantum dots were obtained at higher temperatures and vice versa for the smaller quantum dots. The larger quantum dots grew at a quicker rate at higher temperatures. The quantum dots obtained in this manner emitted light ranging from the yellow to red end of the visible spectrum as well. In addition, a greater yield of the quantum dots was obtained. This method was later found to be quite similar to a procedure performed by Shukla and Nigra (65). In that particular synthesis, various solvents at different boiling points were used. The Se precursor was added, and the solution was allowed to reflux. Quantum dots of different sizes were produced. They performed various analyses to verify the synthesis of the quantum dots of different sizes and to examine their luminescence properties.

Effect of QD Size on the Emission of Light

The Se precursor was added to the Cd precursor after the Cd precursor had reached the following temperatures: 125 °C, 160 °C, 195 °C, 210 °C, and 225 °C. After adding the Se precursor, the reaction was allowed to proceed to completion for 15-20 seconds. The actual size of the quantum dots could have been measured by using a transmission electron microscope or a scanning electron microscope, but neither microscope was available in the laboratory. However, from the color of the quantum dot suspensions obtained and from their emission spectra, the quantum dots were definitely of different sizes and progressed from a smaller size to a larger size with an increase in temperature. Shukla and Nigra (65) also found that the larger quantum dots were obtained at higher temperatures and at lower temperatures for the smaller quantum dots.
The quantum dots were suspended in the solvent 1-octadecene, and solutions of various colors were obtained. When exposed to ultraviolet light, the quantum dots emitted different wavelengths of light. Table 1 shows the color of the solutions when the reaction reached completion at the specific temperature, and it also tabulates the colors of light emitted when exposed to ultraviolet light.

Table 1. Color of CdSe QD Solutions Synthesized by Heating Cd and Se Precursors to Different Temperatures and When Exposed to Ultraviolet Light

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Color (Visually to the Eyes)</th>
<th>Color (Under Ultraviolet Light)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Dark Yellow</td>
<td>Dark Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>Dark Orange</td>
<td>Dark Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The color of the quantum dot solutions visually ranged from yellow to red. When exposed to ultraviolet light, the quantum dots luminesced from blue to red. According to Boatman, et al. (29), larger quantum dots emit longer wavelengths of light, and shorter wavelengths are emitted for quantum dots of smaller sizes. Therefore, a red color is seen and yellow emission noted with large quantum dots, which form at higher temperatures in the new procedure.

**Emission Spectra of QD**

The fluorescence spectra of the different quantum dot solutions were obtained. The fluorescence spectra were obtained by varying the emission wavelengths while the excitation
wavelength remained at 400 nm. The fluorescence intensity was measured for emission monochromator setting ranging from 480 nm to 590 nm at 5 nm intervals. A plot of such a fluorescence emission spectrum for quantum dots synthesized at 210 °C is shown in Figure 5.

![Fluorescence Spectrum](image)

**Figure 5.** Plot of the fluorescence spectrum of QD synthesized at 210 °C ranging from 480 nm to 590 nm at 5 nm intervals. The excitation wavelength was set at 400 nm. The fluorescence intensity is given in arbitrary units.

This procedure was repeated with all of the CdSe quantum dot solutions produced at the five different temperatures. All of the measurements produced fluorescence spectra similar to that of Figure 5. When measuring the fluorescence of the quantum dot solutions of different sizes, the maximum intensity was observed at different emission wavelengths. These results are shown in Table 2.

The fluorescence intensity for the larger quantum dots was observed at longer wavelengths as expected. The emission spectrum was similar to that of the spectrum obtained by Shukla and Nigra, where the larger-sized quantum dots luminesced at longer wavelengths and
Table 2. Result of Maximum Emission Wavelength Peak with Varying Temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Maximum Wavelength Peak (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vice versa (65). An attempt was made to carry out the synthesis at lower temperatures to obtain quantum dots of much smaller sizes, which might luminesce at shorter wavelengths. However, this attempt was not successful. It seems that a minimum temperature was needed to get the synthesis of quantum dots going at all.

Linearity Studies of Fluorescence Signal with Concentration of QD

The Perkin-Elmer 650-10s Fluorescence Spectrophotometer was used to measure the fluorescence intensity of the quantum dots of varying concentrations. A given size quantum dot solution was chosen for this study. A set of solutions of different concentrations for a given size quantum dot solution were prepared as previously stated, and the fluorescence intensity was measured. The quantum dot solution chosen was the one prepared at 195 °C. The results of this study are shown in Table 3.

These results were used to plot a calibration curve; the linear plot is shown in Figure 6. As seen in the plot, the fluorescence intensity of the chosen quantum dots was proportional to its concentration. The results showed a good linear dynamic range with a regression coefficient of
Table 3. Measurement of CdSe Quantum Dot Solution Fluorescence Prepared at 195 °C for Linearity Study with an Excitation and Emission Wavelengths of 400 nm and 535 nm, Respectively. The quantum dots were dissolved in cyclohexane in 5-mL volumetric flasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume of Quantum Dot Solution (µL)</th>
<th>Fluorescence Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.994. This procedure was repeated with the quantum dots of various sizes. All of the results in the same dynamic range were linear.

Figure 6. Plot of the fluorescence intensity of 195 °C QD solution dissolved in cyclohexane in 5-mL volumetric flasks. The excitation and emission wavelengths were 400 nm and 535 nm, respectively.

QD Immobilization by Adsorption Studies

A set of studies was conducted to see if the quantum dots could be easily immobilized on some solid supports. For these studies, the quantum dots synthesized at 160 °C and 195 °C were
used. The fluorescence spectrum of the quantum dots synthesized at 160 °C is shown in Figure 7.

![Fluorescence Spectrum](image)

Figure 7. Plot of the fluorescence spectrum of QD synthesized at 160 °C ranging from 480 nm to 550 nm at 5 nm intervals. The excitation wavelength was set at 400 nm.

According to the procedures described in Chapter 3, the CdSe quantum dots were immobilized by adsorption on the following surfaces: chromosorb, glass bead, silica gel, and alumina. The 160 °C and 195 °C quantum dot solutions were chosen for this experiment. As the solutions were sonicated for 1 hr, some of the quantum dots adsorbed and remained bound to each surface. The fluorescence of the immobilized substances in the solid phase was measured. The plots for the immobilized chromosorb and glass bead are shown in Figure 8.

The quantum dot solution was decanted from the mixture after sonication. The decanted solutions were diluted with 2.0 mL of cyclohexane, and the fluorescence was measured. The plots for these results are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 8. Plot of the fluorescence spectrum of immobilized 195 °C QD chromosorb and glass bead solids. The excitation wavelength was 400 nm, and the emission wavelength ranged from 490 nm to 550 nm.

As seen in the plots, a high concentration of quantum dots remained in solution after adsorption. From Figures 8 and 9, the fluorescence intensity was much greater for the decanted
solutions than for the immobilized chromosorb and glass bead solids. There seemed to be a small shift in maximum emission wavelength for both the decanted solutions and the immobilized solid materials.

After examining these results, it can be concluded that the quantum dots were immobilized on chromosorb and glass bead only to a small extent. Very little of the quantum dot solution was immobilized on the chromosorb and glass bead surfaces more likely due to the polarity differences. The chromosorb and glass bead surfaces are more polar than the quantum dot solutions. Some soluble quantum dots were adsorbed on the surfaces. However, the amount adsorbed was not enough for use in practical analysis.

Similar experiments were also performed using silica gel and alumina. The fluorescence intensities for the immobilized silica gel and alumina were obtained and are plotted in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. Plot of the fluorescence spectrum of immobilized 160 °C QD silica gel and alumina solids. The excitation wavelength was 400 nm, and the emission wavelength ranged from 450 nm to 550 nm.](image)

The size of the quantum dots used for these experiments was smaller than those immobilized on the chromosorb and glass bead surfaces. It seems that more of the quantum dots
bound to the surface of the silica gel than any other surface. The fluorescence intensity for the silica gel solid was at least three times greater than the fluorescence intensities obtained on the other surfaces.

The remainder of the quantum dots left in solution after adsorption was decanted, diluted with 2.0 mL of cyclohexane, and the fluorescence was measured. The plots for these results are shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11](image.png)

**Figure 11.** Plot of the fluorescence spectrum of 160 °C decanted QD solution from immobilized silica gel and alumina solids. The decanted solutions were diluted with 2.0 mL of cyclohexane. The excitation wavelength was 400 nm, and the emission wavelength ranged from 430 nm to 550 nm.

The fluorescence intensity for the decanted quantum dot solution was lower than that of the quantum dots adsorbed onto silica gel and alumina. These results are opposite of those observed for glass beads and chromosorb. In addition, the fluorescence spectrum obtained for the decanted quantum dot solution is much sharper and not as broad. It seems that by immersing the quantum dot solution in silica gel, quantum dots of certain size distribution are adsorbed onto
the silica gel, leaving a narrow quantum dot size distribution in the solution. Another interesting observation is that not only is the fluorescence spectrum much narrower, the peak maximum is also blue shifted to 455 nm from 505 nm in the original solution. This, however, is not the case for alumina.

The 160 °C quantum dot solution was also immobilized by using alumina of different mesh sizes. The mesh sizes of alumina used in the experiment were 100-150 mesh and 150-200 mesh. After sonicating the solutions for 1 hr, the quantum dots left in solution after adsorption were decanted and diluted with 2.0 mL of cyclohexane. The fluorescence of the decanted solutions was measured with an excitation monochromator setting of 400 nm and emission setting from 480 nm to 550 nm. The plots of the results are shown in Figure 12. The fluorescence intensities of the decanted solutions were compared.

As seen in Figure 12, the fluorescence intensity was smaller for the decanted solution from the 150-200 mesh alumina than for the 100-150 mesh alumina. More quantum dots were adsorbed on the alumina of 150-200 mesh. The larger the mesh number, the smaller the particle size. Therefore, the quantum dots remain bound to the alumina of a smaller particle size. More fine particles are present with a smaller particle size. More quantum dots compete for the same surface area with larger particles. However, smaller particles have larger surface areas, and, thus, more quantum dot particles can adsorb on the surface.

In addition, the fluorescence spectrum does not show the narrowing and blue-shift as seen with silica gel. But overall, immobilization by adsorption onto solid substrates does not seem to be desirable even though it is feasible.
Figure 12. Plot of the fluorescence spectrum of 160 °C decanted QD solution from immobilized alumina with mesh sizes of 100-150 mesh and 150-200 mesh. The decanted solutions were diluted with 2.0 mL of cyclohexane. The excitation wavelength was 400 nm, and the emission wavelength ranged from 490 nm to 550 nm.

Feasibility Studies of Sol-Gel Immobilized QD in TCPO-CL

Peroxyoxalate chemiluminescence (CL) occurs when an electronically excited species transfers energy to another species that luminesces. The TCPO reacts with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of a catalyst to produce an energetic species, and energy from it is transferred to a fluorophore.

Chemiluminescence is becoming more popular for several reasons. For instance, it is highly selective and sensitive. In addition, the simplicity of the instrumentation requires only a reaction vessel and a photomultiplier tube. No wavelength selector is needed because the radiation comes from the reaction between the reagent and the analyte. Because the detection limits are dependent upon reagent purity, the detection limits lie between the parts-per-billion and the parts-per-million range (56).
Quantum dots were immobilized in sol-gels. These immobilized quantum dot sol-gels were studied to ascertain their feasibility as reusable fluorophore in TCPO-CL analysis. Immobilized sol-gel fluorophores were synthesized using the 210 °C quantum dot solution. The sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots was evaluated for use in TCPO-CL studies: optimization of imidazole, reproducibility studies, and linearity studies.

Optimization of Amount of Imidazole Catalyst

Imidazole, a base, was used as a catalyst for the TCPO-hydrogen peroxide CL reaction. Different volumes of imidazole were used to determine the optimum concentration to obtain the highest CL signal. As previously stated, 3.0 mL of the TCPO solution (7.5 mg/mL) was placed in different test tubes with the varying volumes of imidazole and a single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots. Then, 1.0 mL of 8.75 x 10^{-3} M H_{2}O_{2} was added to each test tube, and the CL intensity was measured. The instrumentation assembled in the laboratory was used to obtain the CL results shown in Table 4. These results are also plotted in Figure 13.

Table 4. Results of the Optimization of Imidazole for TCPO-Hydrogen Peroxide CL Reaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imidazole (µL)</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal Intensity</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results showed that the CL intensity increased as the volume of imidazole increased up to an optimum amount. Beyond this, the CL intensity began to decrease. The maximum CL intensity was obtained when 50 µL of the stock imidazole solution was added. Based upon these
results, 50 µL of the 100 mg/mL stock imidazole solution was used in all of the TCPO-CL reactions.

**Reproducibility Studies**

An analytical method must be reproducible to be applicable for analysis with confidence. The method has to have high precision. To establish the reproducibility of the CL method, two experiments were performed. In the first experiment, five different 8.75 x 10⁻⁴ M H₂O₂ solutions were prepared in separate 10-mL volumetric flasks. The CL intensity was measured by reacting 3.0 mL of TCPO and 50 µL of stock imidazole with the hydrogen peroxide solutions. The same single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots was used in this experiment. Triplicate measurements of each hydrogen peroxide solution were obtained, and the mean and RSD for each solution were calculated. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 5.
The precision of the data obtained for the five different hydrogen peroxide solutions are all less than an RSD of 10% except for the fourth set. The combined mean of the 15 CL measurements was 0.0252, with an RSD of 10.86%. The results demonstrated that the precision of the analytical method was satisfactory. The preparation of the different hydrogen peroxide solutions were quite precise because the RSD value, for the most part, was less than 10%. It also showed that the sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots could be used multiple times without causing a significant change in results.

The second experiment involved using only a single preparation of $8.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ solution. Exactly 3.0 mL of TCPO and 50 µL of imidazole reacted with 1.0 mL of the hydrogen peroxide solution. This test was performed numerous times over several weeks using the same single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots and newly prepared hydrogen peroxide solutions of the same concentration. The purpose of both this and the previous experiments was to examine the stability of the sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots. The results of this experiment are shown in Table 6.

### Table 5. Results of Reproducibility Study of Proposed CL Method Using Five Different $8.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M Hydrogen Peroxide Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 1</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>0.0239</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>0.0282</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 2</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 3</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0285</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0.0233</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
<td>0.0243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD (%)</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>7.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0252</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Results of Reproducibility Study of Proposed CL Method Using a Single Sol-Gel with Immobilized QD. Fixed volumes of TCPO (7.5 mg/mL) and Imidazole (100 mg/mL) reacted with 1.0 mL of $8.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M Hydrogen Peroxide Solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>0.0227</td>
<td>0.0193</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>0.0134</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the data obtained, the mean was 0.164, with an RSD of 18.88%. When combining all of the data above and subsequent ones, it was concluded that the same sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots could be used for analysis at least 45 times and still provide good results. This showed that the sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots remained stable and continued to luminesce over several weeks at a time. The CL intensity decreased slightly as more analyses were performed because some of the quantum dots might have been lost. This might be evidenced by noting that the sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots was losing some of the red color that was originally present before the analyses.

**Linearity Studies of CL Intensity with $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ Concentration Using Sol-Gel Immobilized QD**

**One Sol-Gel.** Linearity studies were conducted by reacting TCPO with varying concentrations of hydrogen peroxide to produce CL using a single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots as previously described. The hydrogen peroxide solution of a given concentration was prepared in triplicates separately. The duplicate CL measurement for each of the triplicate solutions were obtained. The results are shown in Table 7, where 1, 2, and 3 represent the triplicate preparations.
Table 7. Results of Linearity Studies of CL Intensity with Hydrogen Peroxide Using a Single Sol-Gel with Immobilized QD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H$_2$O$_2$ (M)</th>
<th>1.75 x 10$^{-4}$</th>
<th>8.75 x 10$^{-4}$</th>
<th>1.75 x 10$^{-3}$</th>
<th>8.75 x 10$^{-3}$</th>
<th>1.75 x 10$^{-2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 1</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
<td>0.0252</td>
<td>0.0538</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>0.0244</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
<td>0.0758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 2</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>0.0239</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
<td>0.0778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0241</td>
<td>0.0582</td>
<td>0.0791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 3</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.0238</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
<td>0.0762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
<td>0.0535</td>
<td>0.0790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0.0555</td>
<td>0.0771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD (%)</td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the experiment was repeated multiple times, the mean values and RSD values were calculated. The mean CL intensities with the corresponding hydrogen peroxide concentrations are plotted in Figure 14.

There was more variation in the CL intensities of the lower concentrations of hydrogen peroxide than with the higher concentrations. This is shown through the RSD values. The RSD value for the lowest concentration of hydrogen peroxide, 1.75 x 10$^{-4}$ M, was 21.02 % while all the others were less than 6.20 %. It was concluded that the detection limit was being approached. Therefore, the useful linearity range was from 8.75 x 10$^{-4}$ M to 1.75 x 10$^{-2}$ M H$_2$O$_2$ solution. The linearity curve is shown in Figure 15. The CL intensity was proportional to the hydrogen peroxide concentration within this range of hydrogen peroxide concentration.
Multiple Sol-Gels. The purpose of this experiment was to see if a higher CL signal could be achieved with more quantum dots. The CL intensity was measured by reacting fixed volumes
of TCPO and imidazole with various concentrations of hydrogen peroxide. The CL measurements for each hydrogen peroxide solution were obtained in triplicates. Multiple sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were used in this particular experiment. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 8. The mean values with the corresponding hydrogen peroxide concentrations are plotted in Figure 16.

Table 8. Results of Linearity Studies of CL Intensity with Various Concentrations of Hydrogen Peroxide Using Multiple Sol-Gels with Immobilized QD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H₂O₂ (M)</th>
<th>1.75 x 10⁻⁴</th>
<th>8.75 x 10⁻⁴</th>
<th>1.75 x 10⁻³</th>
<th>8.75 x 10⁻³</th>
<th>1.75 x 10⁻²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 1</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>0.0182</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.0670</td>
<td>0.0803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 2</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
<td>0.0233</td>
<td>0.0611</td>
<td>0.0750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 3</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
<td>0.0642</td>
<td>0.0763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.0247</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>0.0772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD (%)</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16. Plot of the average triplicate CL measurements on each hydrogen peroxide solution using 3.0 mL of TCPO, 50 µL of imidazole, and multiple sol-gels with immobilized QD.
Overall, the CL intensities of the multiple sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were close to those of the single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots but slightly higher with the higher hydrogen peroxide concentrations. Also, the lowest concentration of hydrogen peroxide solution gave distinctly higher RSD, though not as high as the one with the single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots. It seems that the detection limit of the procedure was reached and the useful linear range was within $1.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M to $8.75 \times 10^{-3}$ M, as shown in Figure 17. In addition, using multiple sol-gels with immobilized QD does not increase the CL intensity much or help extending the dynamic range.

![Figure 17](image.png)

**Figure 17.** Plot of the linearity curve of the average triplicate CL measurements on each hydrogen peroxide solution using 3.0 mL of TCPO, 50 µL of imidazole, and multiple sol-gels with immobilized QD. The linearity range is from $1.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M to $8.75 \times 10^{-3}$ M hydrogen peroxide solution.

**Crushed Sol-Gels.** The quantum dots located on the surface of the sol-gels were exposed to the TCPO-imidazole mixture and the hydrogen peroxide to produce a CL signal. However, it was unclear if the quantum dots well inside of the sol-gels were exposed. Therefore, the sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were crushed into small pieces. The purpose of this experiment
was to verify if those inner quantum dots did participate in the CL reaction and if so to witness an increase in the CL intensity. The CL intensity was measured by reacting fixed volumes of TCPO and imidazole with various concentrations of hydrogen peroxide as before. The CL measurements for each hydrogen peroxide solution were obtained in duplicates. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 9. The mean values with the corresponding hydrogen peroxide concentrations are plotted in Figure 18.

Table 9. Results of Linearity Studies of CL Intensity with Various Concentrations of Hydrogen Peroxide Using Crushed Sol-Gels with Immobilized QD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H$_2$O$_2$ (M)</th>
<th>3.75 x 10$^{-5}$</th>
<th>8.75 x 10$^{-5}$</th>
<th>1.75 x 10$^{-4}$</th>
<th>3.50 x 10$^{-4}$</th>
<th>1.75 x 10$^{-3}$</th>
<th>3.50 x 10$^{-3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 1</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL Intensity 2</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSD (%)</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>19.11</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>11.31</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18. Plot of the average duplicate CL measurements on each hydrogen peroxide solution using 3.0 mL of TCPO, 50 µL of imidazole, and crushed sol-gels with immobilized QD
After examining the results, the CL intensities were actually slightly less than those of the whole sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots. Thus, it seems the expectation was not met. In fact, it seems that by crushing the sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots into smaller pieces from a large one, some quantum dots were lost in the process. Thus, less fluorophore was now present. Another interesting observation was that the RSD were higher, i.e. the precision had been degraded. Additionally, it seems two slopes and a narrower linear range resulted, as shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20.

![Figure 19. Plot of the linearity curve of the average duplicate CL measurements on each hydrogen peroxide solution using 3.0 mL of TCPO, 50 µL of imidazole, and crushed sol-gels with immobilized QD. The linearity range is from 3.75 x 10^-5 M to 3.50 x 10^-4 M hydrogen peroxide solution.](image)

It seems that when using crushed sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots, the linearity at the lower concentration range was somewhat extended, and the slope was greater. This means that the sensitivity of the crushed sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots was better at lower concentrations of hydrogen peroxide solution than at higher concentrations. This may be a result
Figure 20. Plot of the linearity curve of the average duplicate CL measurements on each hydrogen peroxide solution using 3.0 mL of TCPO, 50 µL of imidazole, and crushed sol-gels with immobilized QD. The linearity range is from $3.50 \times 10^{-4}$ M to $3.50 \times 10^{-3}$ M hydrogen peroxide solution.

of the presence of a large number of small particles with greater surface area leading to greater interaction and energy transfer.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The synthesis and luminescence properties of CdSe quantum dots have been achieved and studied. The results obtained from all of the experiments validated the research objectives set forth. Some of the results obtained also raised more questions and require further investigation.

The proposed method for synthesizing CdSe quantum dots proved to be satisfactory. The temperature-based procedure for the synthesis of quantum dots was a great success and routine and produced quantum dots of desirable properties. The quantum dots were definitely of different sizes and progressed from a smaller size to a larger size with an increase in temperature. Similar to the time-based quantum dots, the temperature-based quantum dots emitted light ranging from the yellow to the red end of the visible spectrum. Contrary to the time-based method, the size of the quantum dots was better controlled with this method, and greater yields were obtained.

The luminescence data obtained verified the synthesis of the quantum dots and their properties. Various experiments were performed to examine the fluorescence properties of the synthesized quantum dots. For larger quantum dots, the maximum fluorescence intensity was obtained at longer emission wavelengths and vice versa for the smaller quantum dots. When excited, the fluorescence intensity of the quantum dot solution increased linearly with increase in concentration.

The immobilization of quantum dots by adsorption on chromosorb, glass bead, silica gel, and alumina surfaces was feasible but not desirable. More quantum dots of a certain size
distribution adsorbed onto the silica gel, leaving a narrower quantum dot size distribution in the solution. More quantum dots adsorbed onto the alumina of the smaller particle size than for alumina of the larger particle size. Smaller particles have larger surface areas, and, thus, more quantum dot particles can adsorb onto the surface. It is possible that better adsorption would be obtained with smaller particle sizes of any surface. However, further research would be required to verify this.

The quantum dots were successfully immobilized in sol-gels. The sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were used as fluorophores to carry out the TCPO-CL analyses. The sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots provided reproducible data with satisfactory precision. It was proven that a single sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots could be used at least 45 times and retained its ability to luminesce over several weeks at a time. As more analyses were performed, some of the quantum dots were lost. This was evident by noting the decrease in CL intensity and the sol-gel with immobilized quantum dots losing some of its red color that was originally present before the analyses.

TCPO-CL analyses were performed using various hydrogen peroxide solutions. The luminescence data obtained were highly interesting. The CL intensity was proportional to the hydrogen peroxide concentration. The detection limit was being approached at lower concentrations, specifically $1.75 \times 10^{-4}$ M $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ solution. Thus, the useful linearity range was at higher concentrations. It was proposed that a higher CL signal could be achieved with an increase in quantum dots. Therefore, other analyses using multiple and crushed sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were performed. The data obtained using multiple sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots showed that the CL intensities were slightly higher with higher hydrogen peroxide concentrations. However, the data obtained using the crushed sol-gels with
immobilized quantum dots proved the hypothesis to be incorrect. As the sol-gels with immobilized quantum dots were crushed, some quantum dots were lost, leaving less fluorophore in the sol-gel. Thus, the CL intensities were lower.

In conclusion, CdSe quantum dots were successfully synthesized and immobilized, and their luminescence properties were analyzed. Further studies could take place in various areas of this research. For example, the actual size of the quantum dots could be measured using a transmission electron microscope or a scanning electron microscope. In addition, more research concerning the immobilization of the quantum dots on surfaces of various particle sizes could be conducted. Finally, the two-sloped curves from the chemiluminescence analyses could be examined in more detail to accurately determine the detection limits and useful linearity range.
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